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$1. INTRODUCTION 
THE FOLLOWING result is well known ([6, Theo&me 111.16, p. 1571, [4, Corollary 11.4, p. 1201): 
THEOREM 1.1. If M is a closed, smooth n-dimensional manifold which embeds smoothly in the 
Euclidean space R”“, then w?(M), the rth dual Stiefel-Whitney class of M, is 0. 
1.1 is false as it stands for manifolds with boundary, as is seen by the example of a closed 
Mobius strip embedded in R3. In this paper we obtain an appropriate xtension of 1.1 to compact 
manifolds with boundary (Theorem 2.2 below). In 03, 2.2 is applied to show that known 
embeddings of certain punctured products of real projective spaces in Euclidean space are best 
possible. 
$2. NORMAL BUNDLES OF BOUNDED MANIFOLDS 
With possible future applications in mind, we prove a result for characteristic classes more 
general than w,. The added generality does not add any difficulty to the proof. 
Definition 2.1. Let Y be a set of multiplicative Z-graded cohomology theories, X a space, and 
u E h(X) for some h E 9’. The Y-closure of u, denoted P’(u), is the subset of U k(X) 
kE.9 
consisting of those u such that whenever f: Y + X is a continuous map satisfying f *(u) = 0, then 
f*(v) = 0. 
Clearly Y(u) n k(X) is an ideal in k(X) for each k E Y’, Y(u) is closed under cohomology 
operations of several variables with values in k’ for k E 9, and u E Y(u). 
THEOREM 2.2. Let M be a smooth, compact, n-dimensional manifold with boundary 8M. 
Suppose M embeds smoothly in R”” with normal bundle v. Let 9’ be a set of Z-graded 
multiplicative cohomology theories, h E 9, and CY an h-valued characteristic class for r-plane 
bundles which vanishes on r-plane bundles which admit a nowhere -zero cross -section. Suppose, 
for some k E 9, v has a k-orientation in k’(D(v), S(v)), where D(v), S(v) denote the unit disc 
and sphere bundles, respectively, of v relative to some Riemannian metric on v. Suppose t is an 
integer such that i*: k’-‘(M)+ k’-‘(JM) is the O-homomorphism, where i: aM + M denotes the 
inclusion map. Then ,Y(a(v)) fl k’(M) = 0. 
Note: If dM = 4, then i* is always 0, and so a(v) = 0. Taking Y = {H( ; Zz)} and (Y = w,, we 
recover 1.1. 
Proof of 2.2. Write D =D(v), S = S(v), D, =D(vlaM), and S, = S(v)aM). D can be 
realized as a closed tubular neighborhood of M in R”“. D is a compact opological manifold of 
dimension n + r with boundary S U D,. We have a cofibration 
S u D, ‘-D’-D/S U D,. 
q is homotopically trivial, since it factors as D C R”” + D/S U D, where R”” *D/S U D, is 
obtained by collapsing the closure of R”” - D to a point. (In case JM = 0, this becomes the 
statement that the O-section into the Thorn space of v is homotopically trivial. This is the 
geometric fact that underlies the proof of 1.1 and various other results about normal bundles, e.g. 
11, Lemma 4.1, p. 1291, [2], [3, Theorem 3.1, p. 3931.) Thus j*: h(D)-, h(S U D,) is l-l for any 
cohomology theory h. 
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We have the commutative diagram 
where ps, pD are the respective projections and j, the inclusion. Since pB(v) admits a 
nowhere-zero cross-section, pB(cu(v))=O. Thus for any x E Y((Y(v)) n k’(M), p4(x)=O. 
Since pD is a homotopy equivalence, the proof will be complete if we show that 
jT: k’(D)+k’(S) is l-l. 
We have the commutative diagram with the top row exact: 
k’(D, S)- k’(D)‘i- k’(S) 
1 ii I i’ 
k’(S u Da, S)- k’(S U Da) 
From the injectivity of j*, it suffices to show that jr = 0. This follows from the commutative 
diagram 
k’-‘(M) “, k’(D, S) 3 k’(S U D,, S) 
0-i. I L/ G 
k’-‘(aM)T k’(D,, Sa) 
where the w’s are Thorn isomorphisms and jT is an excision isomorphism. 
03. PUNCTURED MANIFOLDS 
Throughout this section, H denotes ingular cohomology with coefficients in Z2, and Y = {H}. 
If M is a smooth, closed, n-dimensional manifold, we write MO = M - int D” where D” is a 
smoothly embedded n-disc in M. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let M be a smooth, closed, n-dimensional manifold such that M0 embeds 
smoothly in R”” forsomerrl. ThenY(@,(M)) fl H’(M)=Oforr+l~t-rn-1. 
Proof. If j: Mo+M denotes the inclusion, j*%(M) = it,(M& Thus j*[Y(WM)) 
II H’(M)] C Y(&(MO)) fl H’(M,,). Since j*: H’(M)+H’(Mo) is l-l for t 5 n - 1, it suffices to 
show that Y(G,(MO)) fl H’(M,,) = 0 for r + 15 t 5 n - 1. Since aM,= S”-‘, i*: H’-‘(MO)+ 
If-‘(8M,) is 0 for 1 I t - r I n - 2, and so we are done by 2.2. 
Let m 2 2, and for 1 I i I m let Pi denote a real projective space of dimension i = 2’1, qi 2 1. 
Write n =nl+..*+n,. 
THEOREM 3.2. (P, x. . . x P,,,),, embeds smoothly in R2n-m+1, but does not embed smoothly in 
2n-m R . 
Proof. Write M = PI x * . * x P,. For the positive assertion, note that M embeds moothly in 
R *n-m+‘. In fact if N = N, X . 1 . x IV,,, is an n-dimensional smooth manifold where each N, is a 
smooth manifold of dimension22, then N embeds smoothly in Rzn-mtl. This is an easy 
consequence of [5, Lemma, p. 3191 and Whitney’s embedding and immersion theorems 071, [81X 
Let ui denote the generator of H’(Pi), 1 I i I m. It is well known ([4, p. 491) that the top 
non-zero dual Stiefel-Whitney class of Pi is K-,(Pi) = uinlml. It follows that the top non-zero dual 
Stiefel-Whitney class of M is $tn_m(M) = ul”lml X * * * X K,,,“~-‘. Note that 0 # ~1”’ x Uzn2-’ 
x * . . x u, n,,--l =(u,xlX*. .x 1) u w,,_,,(M) E 9’(*‘n_m(M)) n ETm+‘(M). Henceby3.1, MO 
does not embed smoothly in RZnem. 
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